EVENTS LISTINGS

(For event timings please check individual contributor’s websites, found overleaf)

Friday 27th July
The Arches Olympic Night Special
6 – 9pm, The Arches (3)
As the Olympic Flame passes by, away we at The Arches will light our own flame in celebration of our 20th year. It will be a perfect opportunity share the Olympic spirit and to meet the artists and makers, and to buy or commission work from us. We make high quality fine art: design and crafts, and amongst us we have potters, ceramists, furniture makers, jewellers, painters and sculptors. There are a number of internationally established artists and makers at The Arches. So make your way down to the studios and enjoy a glass of wine on what promises to be a lively and energy-filled evening.

Garudio Studiague Lucky Skip and Studio Sale
6.30 – 9.30pm, Unit BGN, The Bussey Building (1)
As part of the Peckham Rye Cultural Olympiad, Garudio Studiage will be opening up their studio for a special ‘Lucky Skip’ and studio sale.

Take your chance to rummage through the delights of a very Peckham lucky dip, presented in a hand made skip, with a chance to win a dazzling selection of ‘prizes’. From high art to low humour, everyone’s a winner at just £1 a go!

Also on sale will be hand made prints, jewellery and products including their fabulous selection of Peckham Souvenirs!

All You Need at The Last Refuge
The Last Refuge (1)
Come and celebrate the opening ceremony of the Olympics with us, an evening of short plays, sketches, monologues, epic poetry and amazing live music. A whistle-stop tour of all things performance.

Omar Sosa & Marque Inna-Most Gilmore at CLF Arts
CLF Art Cafe, The Bussey Building (1)
Grammy-nominated Cuban multi-instrumentalist Omar Sosa & one of the world’s leading arrangers / producers / drummers Marque Inna-Most Gilmore.

Saturday 28th July
All You Need at The Last Refuge
The Last Refuge (1)
Please see above description.

Vera, Vera, Vera at CLF Arts
CLF Art Cafe, The Bussey Building (1)
The final night of The Royal Court Theatre’s ‘Vera, Vera, Vera’ in our beautiful 3rd floor theatre, plus a very special free entry Theatre Local Live & DJ'd music event hosted by CLF head honcho Jazzheadchronic.

Sunday 29th July
Outspoken at The Last Refuge
The Last Refuge (1)
‘s, whisper or sing... a fresh new night of spoken word and performance poetry’

Bringing the best names in spoken word to South London with a programme of the most exciiting and talented acts on the scene right now. Hosted by Lettee Mickie, come and join us to see an eclectic mix of featured acts and open mic.

Thursday 2nd August
Platform View – Visions of Peckham
5pm – 9pm, talk at 7pm, The Old Waiting Room (4)
This summer, come and get a glimpse of one of Peckham’s hidden architectural gems. For 3 days only, Peckham Vision are holding an exhibition, with talks each day and much more, in the Old Waiting Room, in Peckham Rye station. It is a unique opportunity to immerse yourself in this atmospheric space, learn more about Peckham’s buildings and past, and find out about hopes and plans for Peckham’s future. Peckham has a rich social and architectural history spanning more than three centuries, and it is the centre of a modern vibrant diverse community. Who knows, you might feel inspired to join the community’s work to realise the area’s potential. For more information in advance or to volunteer – email: owvexhibition@gmail.com

Friday 3rd August
Platform View – Visions of Peckham
1pm – 9pm, The Old Waiting Room (4)
Please see above description.

Asylum at The Last Refuge
Opening Party, The Last Refuge (1)

Deep In The Jungle at CLF Arts
CLF Art Cafe, The Bussey Building (1)
Another Free event with XFM’s Jon Kennedy, ‘Deep in the jungle’.

Saturday 4th August
Platform View – Visions of Peckham
11am – 3pm, The Old Waiting Room (4)
Please see above description.

Sunday 12th August
South City at CLF Arts
CLF Art Cafe, The Bussey Building (1)
South City host a 14 hour all-day music event with leading DJs inside and a special BBQ on our 5th floor Roof.

Throughout
Bold Tendencies
30th June – 30th September 2012
Opening Hours: Thursday – Sunday, 11am – 10pm
Admission Free
Peckham Multistory Car Park (2)

Bold Tendencies has commissioned six major large-scale new works for 2012 by:
- Laura Buckley (b. 1977 in Galway, Ireland)
- Sarah Cain (b. 1979 in Albany, NY, USA)
- Carter Mull (b. 1977 in Atlanta, GA, USA)
- Peles Empire: a collaborative work by Katharina Stoever (b. 1962 in Germany) and Barbara Wolff (b. 1980 in Romania)
- Mary Redmond (b. 1973 in Glasgow, UK)
- Martin Westwood (b. 1979 in Sheffield, UK).

For the events during the Peckham Cultural Olympiad, please see the website or visit us in the car-park.
ABOUT THE CONTRIBUTORS

The Last Refuge
The Last Refuge is a brand new multi-use arts space in Peckham Rye.

Founded only in December 2011, The Last Refuge comprises a theatre production company, screen production company, bar and rehearsal space. The last few months have seen three spaces in a beautiful old cricket bat factory completely renovated. In September 2012 our 92-seat theatre, the epicentre of our organisation, will be complete and we will open full-time. Prior to this our ‘empty space’ is playing host to visiting theatre companies, exhibiting artists, community projects and music events.

www.thelastrefuge.co.uk
twitter.com/thelastrefugeuk
facebook.com/thelastrefugepage
bitsandbobs@thelastrefuge.co.uk
020 8127 6671

Garudio Studiage
Garudio Studiage rule over their hand-made empire in their divinely inspirational homeland of Peckham. Pop-up pets, tea towels, prints and handbags combine in a magical mix inspired by fast food, nails bars, kittens and glitter.

Whatever the project Garudio Studiage put the ‘tack’ into spectackular!

www.garudiostudiage.com

CLF Art Cafe
The leading multi-level warehouse venue in Peckham Rye, this performing Arts Centre hosts numerous leading club nights, live music events, art exhibitions, creative workshops, theatre productions, film programmes & more.

To celebrate the upcoming Olympics, The CLF Art Cafe will be presenting a whole range of music, theatre and art projects over the cultural olympiad. For more information on what we have going on to celebrate the Olympics, please visit our website.

www.clfartcafe.org

Asylum
Asylum co-founders Jo Dennis and Dido Hallett will be curating events and an exciting art exhibition at The Last Refuge. The Exhibition runs from Friday 3rd August until Monday 6th August. Check the website for more details.

www.asylum-arts.co.uk
@asylum_london

Bold Tendencies
Bold Tendencies is the annual summertime sculpture show dedicated to showcasing new work by international artists, held on the top floor of a disused multi-storey car park in Peckham.

The accompanying Architecture Programme commissioned by Bold Tendencies, designed by Practice Architecture and built by Practice Construction, consists of the Auditorium, built of straw and sited between the concrete slabs of level 7 & 8, a timber Foyer at the entrance to the project on Level 7 and Frank’s Cafe and Campari Bar on Level 10.

The Events Programme explores a range of art disciplines including, music, dance, theatre, film, and literature. This year’s local collaborations are: Southwark TV, Copeland Book Market, PAMI (Peckham Artists Moving Image Festival) as well as a wide ranging co-operations with national and international curators.

www.boldtendencies.com
www.facebook.com/boldtendencies
@boldtendencies

The Arches
Beautiful crafted hand-made objects, bespoke furniture, sculpture, paintings, raku classes, art club, and more.

For details of activities, and for more information, to book a class or to arrange a studio visit please email:

info@arches-studios.com

Peckham Vision
Peckham Vision facilitates and encourages informed discussion about the future of Peckham Town Centre, especially ideas on transforming the central area of Rye Lane in & around Peckham Rye station, Copeland Industrial Park and the Bussey building.

www.peckhamvision.org
twitter.com/PeckhamVision
facebook.com/PeckhamVision

Dear Reader,
Here is a small piece of paper to let you know of some of the thoroughly exciting events that are taking place in the ever-lovely Peckham over the time of London’s Cultural Olympiad.

We are a collective of organisations and individuals, all with the aim of creating and exhibiting artistic projects of Peckham. This flyer lists just some of the exciting events happening in this corner of the South East in the fortnight beginning 26th July 2012 until mid August. We hope to see some new faces in our spaces, enjoying the events and getting to know those that have made them happen. Please see individual contributor’s websites for further details regarding timings of events and locations of venues.

See you soon!

The Last Refuge
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Interior view looking south showing the beginnings of the community restoration project for the magnificent Old Waiting Room at Peckham Rye station (4)

Frank’s Cafe and Campari Bar at Bold Tendencies (2)

The Last Refuge (1)